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ABSTRACT

The dependence on the density of the magnetic fluctuations measured

in Alcator C is explained in terms of the influence of the diffusive flow on

the saturation of magnetic islands.

RESUMO

A dependência da densidade das flutuações magnéticas medidas no

Alcator C e explicada em termos da influência do fluxo difusivo na saturação

das ilhas magnéticas.



A POSSIBLE EXPLANATION POR THE DEHSITT THRESHOLD OF THE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC

ACTIVITY OBSERVED IN ALCATOR C

Granetz has recently shown that in Alcator C the poloida1 magnetic

field fluctuations, 8a, due to tearing modes are observed only if the plasma

density exceeds a critical density1. In the experiment, the density is

monotonically increased whilst the plasma current and the level of soft

X-ray emission due to m»l sawtooth activity remains roughly constant. The

fluctuations are detected by pick-up coils external to the vacuum vessel and

the sensitivity of the detection system is 0.5 G1'2. Above the density

threshold, the amplitude of the 1L fluctuations rises slowly from noise to

firi :*>. amplitude following the density increase. Because the stability

c ;• -a ion for tearing modes does not depend on density, the existence of a

c •• L:y threshold for the excitation of tearing modes is unexpected. Granetz

* - onsidered several possibilities to explain his experimental results; he

c«T»rludes that "none of the published modifications to resistive mag-

n vnydrodynamic theory can fully account for the observed behaviour in

Reator C when examined on an individual basis". In this communication,

show that the existence of a density threshold may be due to the influence

:.£ diffusive flow on the non-linear evolution of tearing modes.

The magnetic fluctuations observed experimentally are due to

saturated magnetic islands rotating in the poloidal and/or toroidal

direction2'*. According to a simple theoretical model of Carreras, Waddell,

and Hicks, the relative amplitude of the magnetic fluctuations is related

to the width w of the magnetic island by

where B. is the poloidal component of the equilibrium magnetic field, A is a

constant that depends only on the equilibrium current profile, and v. is

normlized to the radius a of the plasma column9. Because of the 0.5G

sensitivity of the detection system, a magnetic island has to have a width

larger than a minimum value v ; ^ to be detected. Considering a typical value

of the poloidal field in Alcator C, Bfts 4.5 kG, the minimum value of the

width of a detectable magnetic island is w • - 0.01//A. The maximum value
min



of the amplitude of the magnetic field fluctuation that is measured in this

case is 6g/B0S 0.3Z. This corresponds to a maximum width of the magnetic

island given by vm* 0.05//A. Thus, assuming that the islands are always

present and rotating a roughly a constant speed, there has to be an effect

that makes the size of the saturated islands to become larger as the density

increases.

According to the standard quasi-linear theory of White et al, the

magnetic islands grow algebraically and saturate of a width that depends

only on the external magnetic energy available to drive the tearing modes'*.

However, it has been recently shown that the evolution and saturation width

of magnetic islands are also affected by the diffusive equilibrium flow5.

In the presence of diffusion, the evolution of the magnetic islands is

described by the equation

^ r e C A - C ) , (2)
dt 2

where e=TA h ,T, « a/V4 ,V, is the poloidal Alfven velocity, i is the
Ae r- Ae Ao Ae r

resistive diffusion time, A'fw) is the discontinuity in the logarithmic

derivative of the perturbed magnetic flux function across1 the island, and C

is a normalized radial diffusion velocity, C « T V /a . According to Eq. (2),

the islands saturate at a width given by the solution of the equation

A'(w) m 2C. To determine A'(w), it is necessary to know precisely the

experimental current profile. However, because &'(w) is typically a monotonically

(almost linear) decreasing function of w, the larger the flow velocity the

smaller is the value of the saturation width.
The lack of observation of magnetic fluctuation below the threshold

density indicates that the islands saturate at a width w<w . due to strong
' min

outward diffusive flow probably caused by the central m • 1 magnetohydrodynamic

activity. To calculate the required value of the flow velocity, one needs to

know precisely the equilibrium current and temperature profiles that are not

explicity given in Ref. (1). Assuming an average electron temperature of lkeV

and a model profile, I find that w<w . requires V >V . = 5 m/s. On the other
m m r m m

hand, as the density increases due to the inflow of particles from the plasma

periphery to the centre, the value of the net diffusive flow velocity

decreases and nay be even reversed during strong gas puffing. As V becomes

smaller than V . , the magnetic fluctuations begin to be detected and their

amplitude increases with the increasing size of the saturated islands.
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